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Overview	of	the	Award	of	the	Arbitration	
Board	

Based upon a review of all the evidence, the Board awards a two year wage freeze, no 
COLA in year one, a deferral of COLA in year two, a revised COLA base and modest 
general wage increases in FY2014 through FY2016. In addition, the Board awards a 
lower entry wage for new career hires.  
 
We do not award a completely lower wage schedule for new career hires. The top step 
of the city carrier wage schedule shall remain the same for all letter carriers, regardless 
of their date of hire. The Award also provides for a new non-career workforce with a 
wage rate and benefit structure which will greatly reduce city delivery unit labor costs. 
The Board notes that the terms and conditions of the non-career workforce were 
vigorously contested, and this Award represents a significant and substantial benefit to 
the Postal Service. 
 
At the same time, the Board recognizes that the NALC has made a powerful case that if 
the USPS' demands with respect to the non-career complement are awarded, then the 
NALC's demand for job security, with regard to existing no layoff protections as well as 
the continuation of the MOUs restricting contracting out should be retained. The NALC 
has produced substantial evidence that the non-career complement will allow the Postal 
Service to meet the competitive cost challenges in the package market while retaining 
its core delivery brand with uniformed employees dedicated to secure and trustworthy 
performance. The Board agrees with the NALC argument that there is a logical 
connection between the Postal Service's demand for a competitive cost structure and 
the NALC's demand for job security. The Board, therefore, awards the NALC the 
retention of the existing limited no layoff provisions and the MOUs on contracting out as 
previously negotiated. Secure and trustworthy delivery is the Postal Service's signature 
brand and it is, in the opinion of the Board, reasonable for the Postal Service as an 
institution to utilize its uniformed delivery workforce to provide the city delivery service. 
In addition, the Award provides a path to career appointment for members of the new 
non-career complement and converts the career letter carrier workforce to essentially 
one hundred percent full-time status. 
 
The following is the Award of the Board of Arbitration. The Board awards a contract of 
four and one half years' duration (November 21, 2011 through May 20, 2016). The 
terms are effective on the date of the issuance of this Award. The Award below has four 
component parts: I.) the creation of a new non-career employee category, City Carrier 
Assistant; II.) the wage and benefit package for employees; 111.) Memoranda of 
Understanding that are newly awarded, continued and/or amended from the prior 
contract, or discontinued; and IV.) Other provisions that are changed by the Award. 
All other provisions of the current contract not modified or deleted in this 
Award remain. 


